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1 COURSE DESCRIPTION 

The language arts program builds upon the skills taught in the previous course, focusing on the further development of                                     
the language, writing, and communication abilities of each student to prepare them to be global citizens and to progress                                     
to the next level of instruction. The course will guide students in the use of language as a vehicle for thought, creativity,                                           
reflection, self-expression, analysis and social interaction. By reading and studying a variety of literary genres and                               
undertaking independent projects that call upon targeted skills, students will develop their ability to listen, speak, read,                                 
write, and present in a variety of contexts while developing critical, creative and personal approaches to studying and                                   
analyzing literary and nonliterary texts. Students will engage with a wide range of texts from different historical periods                                   
and a variety of cultures, with the goal to spark in them a lifelong curiosity and interest in reading. Students will also                                           
have the opportunity to participate in international literary competitions such as the annual New Voices Young Writers                                 
Competition. Underpinning the Grade 8 language arts program is a commitment to the values of the IB Learner Profile                                     
and the aim to develop in the students the essential capacities for the 21st century. 

 

2 COURSE CONTENT 

1st
 Trimester 2nd

 Trimester 3rd 
Trimester 

Reading Closely and Writing to Learn:           

Finding Home: Refugees  

Students consider the challenges of fictional      

and real refugees. They read the novel       

Inside Out & Back Again, analyzing critical       

incidents that reveal the dynamic nature of       

Ha, a 10- year-old Vietnamese girl whose       

family flees during the fall of Saigon. They        

also read complex informational texts to      

learn more about the history of war in        

Vietnam, the historical context of Ha’s      

family’s struggle, and the universal themes      

of refugees’ experiences of fleeing and      

finding home. Students consider how Ha’s      

experience represents the universal refugee     

experience of being turned “inside out” and       

then coming “back again.” Students work in       

research groups to study the experiences of       

refugees from one of several cultures. Then,       

using the novel’s poems as mentor texts,       

students write free verse narrative poems      

that capture the universal refugee     

experience. 

Japanese-American Relations in WWII  

Students study the important yet divergent      

experiences of war and conflict, specifically      

WWII as they read Unbroken, which tells       

the story of Louis Zamperini, an American       

POW in a Japanese camp, alongside an       

informational text about Miné Okubo, a      

Japanese-American who was interned in a      

relocation camp in the United States. To       

build background knowledge, students read     

primary source documents. They contrast     

FDR’s response to the Pearl Harbor attack       

in his “Day of Infamy” speech with the        

Japanese response in the “Fourteen-part     

Message.” Finally, students analyze how     

Zamperini and Okubo faced others’     

attempts to make them “invisible” during      

their imprisonment or internment, and how      

Zamperini became “visible” after the war.      

For their culminating writing task, students      

write a research based narrative that tells       

the story of how Okubo, too, regained her        

life and became “visible” again. 

Research, Decision-Making, and Forming       

Positions: Sustainability of World’s Food         

Supply Students learn how to make evidence       

based decisions as they consider the issue of        

how to best feed all the people in the United          

States. They analyze Michael Pollan’s     

arguments and evidence (as well as the       

arguments in other informational texts and      

videos) to determine whether sufficient and      

relevant evidence has been used to support the        

claim. They first read The Omnivore’s Dilemma       

to build background knowledge about what      

happens to food before it gets to the consumer,         

and the different choices the consumer can       

make when buying food. Then, students engage       

in a robust research project in which they        

investigate the consequences of each of the       

food chains and the stakeholders affected, and       

use an evidence-based process to take a       

position. For a culminating project, students      

write a position paper addressing the question:       

Which of Pollan’s four food chains would you        

choose to feed the United States? Would you        

choose the same one to feed Spain? Why or         

Why not? 

 

3 METHODOLOGY 

This course is student centered and student driven with the teacher serving as mentor and guide. Activities include: active reading, listening and                      

watching; whole group discussion and debate; small group tasks based on questions requiring conceptual and critical thinking skills; research lessons                    

and workshops for preparation and presentation of projects; creative writing and writing workshops; analysis of modern media relating to works of                     

literature studied and the time and place they represent  

 

4 RESOURCES 

Inside Out & Back Again, Thanhha Lai 

Unbroken: A World War II Story of Survival, Resilience, and Redemption, Laura Hillenbrand 

The Omnivore’s Dilemma, Young Readers’ Edition, Michael Pollan 
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Extracts from books given in class. 

 

5 ASSESSMENT 

Assessments are designed to be curriculum-embedded opportunities to practice the skills targeted by the IB Middle Years Programme in conjunction                     

with the expectations set out by the Common Core State Standards. Assessments will include selected responses, multiple-choice questions, short                   

constructed-responses or extended responses as well as speaking and listening assessment via discussion or oral presentation, and scaffolded                  

essay writing which incorporates planning, drafting, and revision to create a final product.  

 

Classwork: 10% 

Homework: 10%  

Quizzes: 15%  

Projects: 20%  

Mid-Unit Assessment: 20%  

Final Performance Task: 25% 

   

 

6 EXPECTATIONS 

Each student must strive to achieve his or her personal best. They must be pro-active in acquiring and improving important skills and qualities as laid                         

out by the IB Learner Profile: being inquirers (posing and exploring meaningful questions); being knowledgeable (reading and learning); being                   

open-minded critical thinkers with a global perspective; being effective communicators both orally and in writing; being balanced and courageous                   

when given the opportunity to think “outside the box” and challenge oneself with a task that is new or unknown; acquiring digital skills and using                         

technology to learn and express learning; being able to think critically but also creatively; working effectively as a team-member or leader; being                      

principled by following the rules of academic honesty in all areas of learning and assessment. 
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